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"Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Get Loads Of Search Engine Friendly, Automatically Updated Content

On Your Websites - All Delivered On Autopilot!" (++++++Special Bonus Included++++++) It's a

well-known fact that Search Engines love regularly updated content on websites. It's a known fact that

sites which are regularly updated generally get ranked much higher than static sites that are created and

then never touched again. However continually updating your site with new content is rather a lot of

hassle. But now, there is an easier way. With our powerful Auto Content Pro, you can instantly add a

small bit of code to your web pages that will deliver regularly updated, search-engine friendly content -

taken directly from some of the top article directories - and shown on your web pages on autopilot. Auto

Content Pro allows you to harness the power of so-called "Javascript Feeds". Many sites offer Javascript

feeds, including several of the top article directories. However, there is a big flaw with all Javascript feeds.

Javascript feeds are visible to your visitors, but since they are based on Javascript, they are NOT

readable by Search Engine spiders. In fact, from a Search Engine perspective, these feeds are

completely invisible. This is rather unfortunate as this undermines our primary reason for wanting to add

them. However that's where Auto Content Pro comes in. The software fixes the problem, by automatically

converting the feeds provided by the article directory into fully search engine friendly content. This

provides regularly updated, search engine friendly, targeted content on your website automatically. Auto

Content Pro is a great tool for boosting the profits of your sites - but I'm going to make it even more

profitable for you. Your copy of Auto Content Pro comes complete with Master Resale Rights. This means

you can sell the software yourself and keep all the money. Just make one sale to recover your

investment. To make this deal even better, I'll give you a copy of the ready-made sales page for Auto

Content Pro to make it really easy for you. You can also use your copy of Auto Content Pro as a valuable

bonus with other items you sell - or include it in packages and membership sites. Order Now For Just

$5.99! Just Click On The Product Image At The Top Of This Page To Start Your Download Instantly...
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